
ART IS NATURE

If nature is an art, then the question becomes theological. Here's a reason or two why. As artists generally understand
the art process, making.

Go outside. Notes 1. Of course, beliefs that the human figure inspired between the Renaissance and the early
19th century are dead now, but loss of faith has not always meant loss of old mental habits. Natalie
Jeremijenko and Heath Bunting already have a website, www. Turn off the TV, radio, ipod, laptop. Read
about their motivation and convictions. I just take in the colors and the feel of the place and then somehow
back in my studio, they come out in my paintings! Observe how they interpret nature. Art is a record of our
changing encounter with nature, and reveals the truth that our sense of separation is mere illusion â€” we are a
tiny part of a greater whole. For example, in Buddhism individual happiness is inseparable from the happiness
of all other sentient beings. My Cosmic Frog drawing ties together earthly, amphibious life with cosmic,
universal calculations - thus combining something small and recognizable with grand concepts that are
abstract and intangible to our human consciousness. View this completely with your open heart, mind and
soul. Shearwater Books,  At the O. Kellert and E. Such moments propose an element largely missing from
contemporary art but one that maybe offers us an opportunity to re-establish an animate, reciprocal and
dignified relationship with the natural world on which we ultimately depend. His most ambitious project is an
attempt to recreate a species of frog thought to be extinct, the Dwarf African Clawed Frog, Hymenochirus
curtipes. Evolution and ecology are grounded in science, but Social Darwinism, which equates social and
economic success with biological success, is a major myth of capitalism. Notice the differences among the
artists and why they choose their preferred styles and mediums. Artistic field studies are key to my work and
have included the freshwater seals of Lake Baikal, Russia. Learn more about it. It was an idea taken up in
European art many centuries later â€” a sense that nature was beyond human control. Indeed are we capable of
such altruistic all-encompassing expression or are we merely deluding ourselves to the potency of our human
endeavours? Examining the lives of trees offers critical insights for human wellbeing and survival, showing us
when life thrives and falters. By doing so, I hope to inspire others by honoring recovering species and the
dedicated people that have reversed the threats of extinction. Boston and London: Shambhala,  From arcane
alphabets and visual puns come ramifying associations, and in the process chromosomes become distributed
through the matrixes of consciousness. These natural processes have energies that guide and inform me
through the cycles of my life. The first step to creating art based on nature is to spend time in nature. Observe
the veins of a leaf, sit against the trunk of a tree, watch a river flow.


